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During World War II, Cheyenne native Alan O’Hashi’s family avoided life in
internment camps such as Heart Mountain. He documents the overt and quiet
racism pervasive in Wyoming and throughout the United States during and
following World War II. He relates his experiences to current violence towards
Asians and the issue of civility within society.
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New memoir commemorates 80th anniversary of Executive Order
9066 and 120,000 Japanese sent to World War II relocation camps
The bombing of Pearl Harbor in 1941 resulted in President Franklin D. Roosevelt signing
Executive Order 9066 that rounded up 120,000 Japanese, mostly on the West Coast. After being
sorted into 15 assembly centers, the Japanese were then relocated to 10 internment camps,
including at Heart Mountain in northwest Wyoming.
Winter Goose Publishing released a memoir by Alan O’Hashi, now of Boulder, Colorado,
entitled Beyond Heart Mountain coinciding with the 80th anniversary of E.O. 9066.
The author is a Cheyenne, Wyoming native and like many Japanese who lived in the Rocky
Mountain West, his family avoided the relocation camp experience by being interned in place
His family found support in the once vibrant Japanese community on the 400 and 500 blocks of
West 17th Street in downtown Cheyenne.
“My grandmother and grandfather Ohashi and their large family lived and worked in that
neighborhood where I spent quite a bit of time between elementary and high school,” said
O’Hashi. “I grew up as an obedient ‘Model Minority’ largely because of the bad treatment and
discrimination my parents encountered.”
O’Hashi documents the overt and quiet racism pervasive in Wyoming and throughout the
United States during and following World War II. He relates his experiences to current violence
towards Asians and other diverse communities with the issue of civility within society.
“Having been away from Cheyenne for many years, I stashed those two blocks in the back of my
mind until I learned that two high school classmates of mine were planning to build a housing
development at 509 W. 17th Street,” O’Hashi said. “The biggest obstacle was obtaining
permission to tear down the last building standing in the Japanese neighborhood.”
O’Hashi was asked to do a historic cultural survey of the neighborhood which resulted in
Beyond Heart Mountain. The book forward is by former U.S. Senator Alan K. Simpson. He is
working on a new book that links the Sand Creek Massacre with the Amache War Relocation
Camp near Granada, in southeast Colorado.
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Beyond Heart Mountain Excerpts
Beyond Heart Mountain is an offbeat
Western. The story started out as a survey
of Japanese residents and business
owners who inhabited two blocks on the
west side of Cheyenne, Wyoming, from
the 1920s through the 1960s.
On the left, my family moved to the
suburbs was one of two Japanese
families. I learned to live in two worlds –
that of the dominant culture and what
was left of my Japanese heritage.
The project grew into a modern-day
Cowboys and Indians story told through
my eyes. I’m a Baby Boomer and third
generation Japanese from Cheyenne who
has roots in this tiny neighborhood.
My grandmother worked as a cook at City Café, which was a culinary mainstay, and my
grandfather owned a pool hall next door on West 17th Street.
After I dug into Japanese history in Cheyenne, it led me to wonder how my family that lived
in Wyoming during World War II affected my upbringing. I’m a Wyomingite through-andthrough and relate to you my experiences in the context of Wyoming history.
After growing up in Cheyenne during the Cold War, being uprooted to Laramie, working my
first job in Gillette during the coal boom and another in Lander during the uranium bust, I
regained my roots with the Northern Arapaho Tribe on the Wind River Indian Reservation. But
it wasn’t until last year that I circled back to my Cheyenne roots with this writing project.
Following the bombing of Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, the US government classified
Japanese people who lived on the West Coast as threats to national security.
The following spring, President Franklin D. Roosevelt issued Executive Order 9066 that forced
these Japanese to leave their homes and transfer to one of ten relocation camps scattered
around the interior of the United States, including the Heart Mountain camp in northeast
Wyoming.

Civility and Superman’s ‘American Way’
I called my mom to talk about 9/11 after news
extremist Islamic network founded by Osama bin
Laden and Abdullah Azzam, was responsible for
the attacks. We exchanged a few pleasantries
and condolences about what happened.
“Thank god no Asians were involved,” she
said. Both my parents and their families had
firsthand experience and knowledge about
racism toward Japanese and, by association, all
other Asians following Pearl Harbor.
On the left, my aunt Sake was one of the
authors of the Cheyenne Loyalty Oath that was
published in the local newspapers.
“I feel for Muslims, but now they’ll be
watching all of us,” my mom referenced how
anyone with brown skin would be scrutinized by
the dominant culture.
“You be good. You’ll be noticed if you aren’t,” my mom always warned me. “That’s just the
way it’s always been. Don’t draw attention to yourself.”
Civility is more than being polite, but in the context of Beyond Heart Mountain, it is also
about disagreeing with respect and finding common ground, rather than entrenching into
unwavering personal beliefs.
Civility begins with each of us taking on the daunting task of rewinding tape recordings of our
pasts (I’m dating myself), and how our experiences and upbringings define who we are. The
hard work begins as we change our perspectives and view the world not only through our own
eyes, but through those of others who may be tremendously different from ourselves.
Superman’s American Way is characterized by a continual reach for high material success,
rugged I-can-do-it-myself individualism, and acceptance of others based on assimilation.
What if we re-envision Superman’s American Way to reflect civility in the multi-cultural
nature of the United States, and we strive for truth and justice based on collaboration,
decisions made by consensus that value opinions of the few, and acceptance of everyone?
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Alan O’Hashi Author Statement
Alan O'Hashi - Executive Director and Producer Boulder Community Media
(BCM) Alan and BCM work with community-based media producers,
organizations, and socially-responsible businesses to develop their content
via - the written word, electronic, and new media, the visual and performing
arts in a culturally competent manner.
He’s been involved with community-based journalism and storytelling since he wrote an article
in his Carey Junior High School newspaper, The Tumbleweed. Over the years, he realized that
after being socialized to be the “Model Minority” he uses his ability to straddle two worlds to
tell stories about marginalized people and communities. Alan is a successful movie maker, but
he changed his workflow and now writes books.
Beyond Heart Mountain was released by Winter Goose Publishing in February 2022. It is about
his life in Wyoming having experienced overt and quiet racism following World War II.
True Stories of an Aging Do-Gooder: How cohousing bridges cultural divides was selfpublished n 2021. The book is a memoir about rising from his deathbed and being supported by
his cohousing community.
The Zen of Writing with Imperfection and Confidence was self-published in 2020 and recounts
Alan’s evolution as a starving artist following two job layoffs in four years.
Beyond Sand Creek is Alan’s latest work in progress which is an autoethnography based on his
PBS documentary of the same title.
Alan through BCM has produced and directed:
* Aging Gratefully series about intentional community living (Foundation for Intentional
Communities 2020).
The Power of Community
The Power of Good Neighbors and Good Health
The Power of Culture and Diversity
The Power of Accidental Community
* Beyond Heart Mountain is based on the book of the same name and about his life in
Wyoming following World War II. (PBS 2021).
* Beyond Sand Creek about Arapaho tribal efforts to regain traditional homelands in Boulder,
Colorado (PBS 2022).
* Dutch Hop! About a dying Volga German dance form that is practiced in Wyoming, Nebraska,
and Colorado. (PBS 2020).
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Beyond Heart Mountain Images

Alan’s Grandfather Toichi “George” Ohashi owned the pool hall at 516 W. 17th Street

Alan O’Hashi in
grandparents
Ohashi’s backyard.
The cap gun is a
childhood holdover,
circa June 1959.

Beyond Heart Mountain
His book Beyond Heart Mountain is really about civility.
He writes from his own deep experiences growing up in
Wyoming as a Baby Boomer after World War II and how
those memories flavor his work ethics today. He has
always been an able collaborator, and it has been a
sincere pleasure to know him.
Alan K. Simpson, former U.S. Senator
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